In his study of the Radon Nikodỳm property of Banach spaces, Bourgain showed (among other things) that in any closed, bounded, convex set A that is not dentable, one can find a separated, weakly closed bush. In this note, we prove a generalization of Bourgain's result: in any bounded, non dentable set A (not necessarily closed or convex) one can find a separated, weakly closed approximate bush. Similarly, we obtain as corollaries the existence of A-valued quasimartingales with sharply divergent behavior.
Introduction
We were motivated by the question of whether using the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness in place of diameter leads to a different notion of dentability of (not necessarily closed or convex) subsets of X. Proposition 3.1 shows that they do not. This generalizes results from Chapitre 4 of [Bou79] where A is assumed to be closed, bounded, and convex. In Section 3, we obtain as corollaries A-valued quasimartingales and co (A)-valued martingales with sharply divergent behavior (Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4) whenever A is non-ǫ-dentable. In Section 4, we improve the results of Section 3 by showing that the range of the quasimartingale can be made weakly closed. As a further corollary, we show that one can find a countable set F with lim F ∋f →∞ d(f, A) → 0 such that co (F ) ∩ Ext (co w * (F )) = ∅ (Corollary 4.9).
Preliminaries
For any topological vector space V over R and E ⊆ V , let co (E) denote the convex hull of E, and co (E) the closure of co (E) in V . Henceforth, let (X, · ) be a Banach space over R. Definition 2.4 . A set A ⊆ X is called ǫ-dentable if there exists a slice of A with diam(A) ≤ ǫ, and non-ǫ-dentable otherwise. A is dentable if it is ǫ-dentable for every ǫ > 0, and nondentable otherwise.
Remark 2.5. By Remark 2.3, if co (A) is ǫ-dentable, A is ǫ-dentable. Definition 2.6. If V is a topological vector space, E ⊆ V and e ∈ E, e is called a denting point of E if e / ∈ co (E \ U ) for every neighborhood U of e. Special cases are when V is a Banach space equipped with the weak topology, or a dual Banach space equipped with the weak* topology, in which case we call e a weak denting point or a weak* denting point, respectively. Definition 2.7. Given a filtration (A n ) n≥0 and a positive sequence δ n , we say that a sequence of X-valued,
The following proposition can be found in Lemme 4.2 from [Bou79] . For the sake of self-containment, we include our own proof here.
Proof. We may assume that diam(C) ≤ 1. Since C 1 is a proper convex subset of C, by Hahn-Banach separation there exists f ∈ B X * such that sup f (C 1 ) < M := sup f (C)
We now derive a corollary of this proposition that will play a crucial role in the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Corollary 2.9. For any closed, bounded, convex, non-ǫ-dentable C ⊆ X, any closed, convex C ′ ⊆ C, and any
Proof. Let C, C ′ , and D be as above.
Since C is closed, bounded, convex, and not ǫ-dentable, and since C n ⊆ C is closed, convex with diam(C n ) < ǫ, Proposition 2.8 (with C ǫ = C n and C ′ = co (C ′ ∪ C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ . . . C n−1 )) implies that C = co (C ′ ∪ C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ . . . C n−1 ). Since diam(C n−1 ) < ǫ, we may apply Proposition 2.8 again to obtain C = co (C ′ ∪ C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ . . . C n−2 ). Iterating, we get C = C ′ .
δ-Separated Martingales and Bushes
Proposition 3.1. Let A ⊆ X be bounded, and let ǫ > 0. The following are equivalent:
Proof. Let A, ǫ be as above.
follows from the fact that every slice of co (A) contains a slice of A. We now show (3) → (1) by contradiction. Let C = co (A), assume that C is non-ǫ-dentable and that there exists a slice S = S(f, A, δ) of A with α(S) < ǫ. Set S C = S(f, C, δ). Then since C \ S C is a closed convex subset of C and C = co ((C \ S C ) ∪ S). Then Corollary 2.9 implies C = C \ S C , a contradiction since S C ⊆ C and S C is nonempty.
As in Chapitre 4 of [Bou79] , we obtain several corollaries.
For any A ⊆ X bounded and ǫ > 0, if A is non-ǫ-dentable, then for all δ < ǫ 2 and all a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ∈ A, co (A) = co (A \ (B δ (a 1 ) ∪ B δ (a 2 ) ∪ . . . B δ (a n ))). Proof. Let A, ǫ, δ, and a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n be as above. Suppose there exists x ∈ co (A) \ co (A \ (B δ (a 1 ) ∪ B δ (a 2 ) ∪ . . . B δ (a n ))). By Hahn-Banach separation, we can pick a slice S of co (A) containing x and disjoint from co
We can use Corollary 3.2 to construct A-valued quasimartingales and co (A)valued martingales that diverge in a sharp manner. Corollary 3.3. For any nonempty, bounded, non-ǫ-dentable A ⊆ X, any δ < ǫ 2 , and any positive, summable sequence (δ n ) n≥0 , there exists a filtration of finite σalgebras (A n ) n≥0 on [0, 1], each of whose atoms are intervals, and an (A n ) n -adapted quasimartingale (M n ) n≥0 such that, for all s, t ∈ [0, 1] and m = n ≥ 0,
Proof. Let A ⊆ X and δ > 0 be as above. We construct the martingale inductively. Let x 0 be any point of A, A 0 the trivial σ-algebra, and M 0 ≡ x 0 . Suppose that, for some N ∈ N, A n and M n have been constructed for all n ≤ N and satisfy the conclusion of the Corollary 3.3. Let J be an atom of A N , and let x J be the value of M N on J. Let {a 1 , a 2 , . . . a k } ⊆ A be the set of all elements in the image of any one of the M n , n ≤ N . By Corollary 3.2,
Repeating this process for each atom J ∈ A N gives us a collection of pairwise disjoint intervals, and we define A N +1 to be the σ-algebra that they generate. On each J i , we define M N +1 to be z i J . Then conclusions (1) and (2) hold,
For any nonempty, bounded, non-ǫ-dentable A ⊆ X, any δ < ǫ 2 , and any positive, summable sequence (δ n ) n≥0 , there exists a filtration of finite σ-
Proof. Let A ⊆ X, and δ > 0 be as above. Choose δ ′ ∈ (δ, ǫ 2 ) and assume ∞ n=0 δ n < δ ′ − δ. Choose a positive sequence (γ k ) k≥0 such that ∞ k=n γ k < δ n , and note that this implies ∞ n=0 γ n < ∞ n=0 δ n < δ ′ − δ. By Corollary 3.3, there is a filtration (A n ) n≥0 and an A-valued, (A n ) n≥0 -adapted quasimartingale (M n ) n≥0 such that M n (s) − M m (t) > δ ′ for all s, t ∈ [0, 1], m = n, and E(M n+1 |A n ) − M n ∞ < γ n . This inequality, together with the fact that (δ n ) n≥0 is summable (and thus convergent to 0), implies, for each n ≥ 0, the sequence (E(M k |A n )) k≥n is Cauchy in L ∞ (I; X). Indeed, for k > j ≥ n,
Thus we may set M n := lim k→∞ E(M k |A n ). Clearly, (M n ) n≥0 is adapted to (A n ) n≥0 and takes values in co (A), showing (2) . Let us check the martingale property:
showing (1). Next,
showing (3). We then use (3) to show (4):
Remark 3.5. The union over n of the image of M n forms a δ-separated bush in co (A). It is norm closed and lacks extreme points.
Weakly Closed δ-separated Martingales and Bushes
In this section, we sharpen our results from the previous section by constructing an A-valued δ-separated approximate bush that is weakly closed. The argument is more involved than those of the previous section. This again extends results from Bourgain in [Bou79] . A is not assumed to be closed or convex in our case. 
Proof. Let γ ∈ (0, 1) and S = S(f, C, δ) a slice of C. Since γ ∈ (0, 1), γδ 2 < δ implying S γ = S f, C, γδ 2 ⊆ S(f, C, δ) = S. For the second part, let E ⊆ C such that C = co ((C \ S) ∪ E). Let y ∈ S γ , ǫ > 0, and M := sup(f (C)). Since y ∈ C = co ((C \ S) ∪ E), there exist λ ∈ [0, 1], z 1 ∈ (C \ S), z 2 ∈ co (E), and u ∈ X with u < ǫ such that y = λz 1 + (1 − λ)z 2 + u. Then we have
Since ǫ > 0 was arbitrary, we must have λ ≤ γ 2 . Hence, Proof. Let S 0 , D, γ, and Λ be as above. By Corollary 2.9 (with C ′ = co ((C \ S 0 ) ∪ (Λ ∩ A)) and D = D), it suffices to prove C = co ((C \ S 0 ) ∪ D ∪ (Λ ∩ A)). Assume C = co ((C \ S 0 ) ∪ D ∪ (Λ ∩ A)). Then by Hahn-Banach separation, there exists a slice S of C such that S ⊆ A) ). This implies S ⊆ S 0 , S∩D = ∅, and S∩(Λ∩A) = ∅. Then S ⊆ S 0 \ D. Thus, S ∈ S(S 0 , D), so S γ ∈ S γ (S 0 , D), and finally S γ ⊆ Λ. But since we also have S γ ⊆ S and S ∩ (Λ ∩ A) = ∅, (S γ ∩ A) = S γ ∩ (Λ ∩ A) = ∅, a contradiction since S γ ∩ A is a slice of A (since S γ is a slice of C = co (A)) and slices of nonempty sets are nonempty.
The Construction.
Theorem 4.4. Let A ⊆ B X be nonempty and non-ǫ-dentable (not necessarily closed or convex), and C = co (A) so that C is also non-ǫ-dentable. Fix δ < ǫ 2 , and assume that A is separable. Then C is separable as well,
be a sequence of numbers in (0, 1). There exist a finitely branching tree T ⊆ N <ω , an "approximate" bush (x b ) b∈T ⊆ A, and slices (S b ) b∈T of C such that, for all n ∈ N,
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For the base case, let S ∅ = C and let x ∅ be any element of S δ0 ∅ . For the inductive step, let n ≥ 0 and assume T ≤n , (x b ) b∈T ≤n ⊆ A, and (S b ) b∈T ≤n ⊆ C have been constructed, and satisfy (1) , by definition of Λ. We now define the children of b to be (b, 1), . . . (b, q), x (b,i) to be z i , and S (b,i) to be S zi . Repeating this process for each b ∈ T n gives us T n+1 , (x b ) b∈Tn+1 ⊆ A, and (S b ) b∈Tn+1 ⊆ C.
(1) and (3) hold immediately by construction. It is also clear that (2) holds by recalling that S (b,i) ∈ S(S b , D), and then examining the definition of D and S(S b , D).
Remark 4.5. The assumption that A is separable can be removed (at the penalty of replacing ǫ by ǫ/2) because of th following result: under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4, A contains a countable subset that is non-ǫ/2-dentable. This is essentially proved in Lemma 2.2 of [May73], but we'll include the argument here. Since diam(S) > ε for every slice S of A, it follows that no slice is contained in a closed ball B ε/2 (x). Hence, if a ∈ A, then a ∈ co(A \ B ε/2 (a)). So there exists a countable set T (a) ⊆ A \ B ε/2 (a) such that a ∈ co(T (a)). By applying this fact iteratively as in Lemma 2.2 of [May73], we can construct a countable A 0 ⊆ A such that for every a ∈ A 0 , we have a ∈ co(A 0 \ B ε/2 (a)). Hence every slice S of A 0 satisfied diam(S) > ε/2. Hence A 0 is not ε/2-dentable.
Corollary 4.6. For any separable A ⊆ B X nonempty and non-ǫ-dentable, any δ < ǫ 2 , and any positive (δ n ) n≥0 , there exists a completely δ-separated, (δ n ) ∞ n−0approximate bush (x b ) b∈T in A such that any other set (y b ) b∈T ⊆ C = co (A), with sup b∈Tn y b − x b < γ n for some γ n → 0, is weakly closed and discrete. In particular, (x b ) b∈T is weakly closed and discrete.
Proof. Let A, δ, (δ n ) n≥0 be as above. Applying the construction of Theorem 4.4, with (δ n /2) n≥0 in place of (δ n ) n≥0 , yields a bush (x b ) b∈T . By Theorem 4.4(1),
Then by Theorem 4.4(1), x b2 ∈ S b2 , and by Theorem 4.4(2), S b2 ∩B δ (x b1 ) = ∅, so x b2 −x b1 > δ. This means the bush is completely δ-separated. By ,1) , . . . x (b,q) ) + B δn (0). This means the bush is (δ n ) n≥0 -approximate.
Finally, let (y b ) b∈T ⊆ C, with sup b∈Tn y b − x b < γ n for some γ n → 0, and let z belong to the weak closure of (z b ) b∈T . Since C is norm closed and convex, it is weakly closed, and thus z ∈ C. Then z ∈ B i for some i. Consider S b for |b| = i + 1.
Since γ n → 0, we can find γ > 0 and N large enough so that
is a weak neighborhood of z in C. Now we wish to show the set U ∩ (y b ) b∈T is finite, which will imply our desired conclusion that (y b ) b∈T is weakly closed and discrete. We will show that U
Thus, by definition of U bi+1 , y b / ∈ U bi+1 . By definition of U this proves U ∩ (y b ) b∈T ≥N = ∅. Corollary 4.7. For any A ⊆ B X nonempty and non-ǫ-dentable, any δ < ǫ 2 , and any positive sequence (δ n ) n≥0 , there exists a filtration of finite σ-algebras (A n ) n≥0 , an A-valued, (A n ) n≥0 -adapted (δ n ) n≥0 -quasimartingale (M n ) n≥0 with M n (s) − M m (t) > δ for all n ≥ m ≥ 0 and s, t ∈ [0, 1], and the range of this quasimartingale is weakly closed and discrete.
Proof. Let A, δ, (δ n ) n≥0 be as above, and apply Corollary 4.6 to obtain a (δ n ) n≥0approximate bush (x b ) b∈T which is weakly closed and discrete. We define the filtration (A n ) n≥0 on [0, 1] recursively: Let A 0 be the trivial σ-algebra. Suppose A n has been defined as a finite whose atoms are intervals, the atoms are in bijection with T n via b → I b , and for any b ∈ T n−1 and child (b, i) ∈ T n , L(I (b,i) ) = L(I b )λ b i . Then for any b ′ ∈ T n with children (b ′ , 1), . . . (b ′ , q), we pick any subdivision of I b ′ into intervals I (b ′ ,1) , . . . I (b ′ ,q) so that L(I (b ′ ,i) ) = L(I b ′ )λ b ′ i . Take A n to be the σ-algebra generated by these intervals. Then we define M n to be |b|=n x b χ I b . We then have E(M n+1 |A n ) − M n L ∞ = sup b∈Tn x b − λ 1 x (b,1) − . . . λ q x (b,q) < δ n . The range of this quasimartingale is exactly the bush, and thus weakly closed and discrete.
Corollary 4.8. For any A ⊆ B X nonempty and non-ǫ-dentable, δ < ǫ 2 , and positive, summable sequence (δ n ) n≥0 , there exist a filtration of finite σ-algebras
